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Editors’ Note 

This issue explores the idea of trauma in relation to mental health. What is trauma? Who 
experiences it? What factors affect it? How do we respond to trauma? How do we recover? 

Lenore Terr, a child psychiatrist who conducted the first longitudinal study of traumatized 
children, explained that psychic trauma “occurs when a sudden, unexpected, overwhelming 
intense emotional blow or a series of blows assaults the person from outside. Traumatic events 
are external, but they quickly become incorporated into the mind.” 

This definition highlights that the external event is not the only source of trauma. It works in 
tandem with how an individual processes it. After all, everyone experiences intense and 
overwhelming events in some form, but not all of us are traumatized by them. 

Similarly, clinician Van der Kolk writes, “Traumatization occurs when both internal and 
external resources are inadequate to cope with external threat.” 

This means that trauma doesn’t stop with the experience of an overwhelming event; its 
aftermath is part of the process. The way people cope, how communities address traumatic 
experiences, the accessibility of resources to manage trauma—these all contribute to the 
process of traumatization. 

The art and writings included in this issue discuss and inquire into the experience of trauma— 
its lasting effect, how it influences our relationships, how it is embedded in the body, how we 
cope, and how we might begin to heal. 
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Behind Co-Dependency 

by Amy Victorino 

 

It was late Friday night sometime in 2017. I was in my apartment trying to finish my 
weekly report on my laptop when a close friend of mine phoned me. I cradled my phone on 
my shoulder as we started our phone conversation while my both hands were back on my 
laptop’s keyboard. 

“Hey, friend, have you already checked the result of your board exam? The result is 
out already”, he started casually. “Not yet. Oh my! I almost forgot about it. I am just caught 
up with so much work this week but I’ll check it later”, I answered while my eyes were still 
fixed on my laptop screen. There was a long pause on the other line before he answered back 
in a desolate tone, “My friend, you better luck next time. I just saw the result of the board 
exam and your name was not in the list of the board passers.” 

“Wh….a…at? What did you just say?” I stuttered and immediately stopped everything 
that I was doing and pressed the phone on my ear making sure I would hear him loud and 
clear this time. “Friend, you did not pass the board exam. It’s okay, there is still next…” I 
blanked out the rest of his words as my brain screamed the same words over and over. My 
hand seemed to have a mind on its own bringing my phone away from my ear and tapped 
down on the end call button without me saying ‘bye’ to my friend. I was in dazed and I just 
did not want my friend to sense my skepticism. 

With my mouth agape, I quickly googled the result of the board exam to confirm the 
veracity of the information my friend gave me. After thoroughly checking all the names of the 
board passers, I discovered my name was not indeed in the list. I put my head into my hands 
and rested my elbows on my knees as I felt the tears of humiliation and regret pricked my 
eyelids. 

‘What did I do? All the people who knew me including my siblings, my church mates, 
my friends, my boss, my co-workers, my clients and my relatives were aware that I took the 
board exam and they were all expecting me to pass! This is a big humiliation! I also spent much 
effort, time, money and had many sleepless nights when I was in graduate school because I 
wanted to graduate sooner from my MA, so I could take the board exam. Passing the board 
exam in my first take would mean a lot because it would be a reward for all my hard work, but 
I failed. What did I do? Oh, wait. The reason why I failed was because I did not really review 
well. I deserve this! I should not be crying like I did all my best’, I nagged myself as the 
insurmountable regret flowed through my veins. Tears streamed down profusely as I replayed 
in my mind the things I had been doing before my board exam took place. 

In the previous months before my board exam, I was so consumed by a man. Every 
time I landed my eyes on my reviewer, my thoughts would suddenly swerve into him. I tried 
to force myself to read but after long hours of study, nothing really went in my brain because 
he kept on popping up in my mind. Wanting to brush him away from my thoughts, I 
oftentimes went shopping or had coffee with my friends instead of me using my free time or 
days off to review. Whenever he phoned me telling me he needed me, I would put my reading 
materials down and quickly run to him. Yes, I always prioritized his needs over mine. 

By the way, I met him in one of the summits I had attended. I quickly noticed him 
because of his oozing confidence and presence that radiating authority. There was a smug look 
plastered all over his face with a serious and emotionless expression the first time he 
approached me, and God knows I tried to keep up with his aura. As we get along, he was 
constantly asking me out and we went out most of the time. Before I knew it, I was already 
emotionally attached to him. I always looked for his presence whenever he was not around. I 
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also lost myself and I became his partner in crime. I lied for him, supported his lies, helped 
him, took good care of him, and put up with his gaslights, coldness, inconsideration and 
insensitivity. My logic had told me that what I was doing was unreasonable, but my heart was 
already struggling to match the crazy beat of my head pounding hard. 

One time, I visited him in his workplace because I felt like I was missing him. Seeing 
his face could also ignite some motivation in me to continue my review. A smile plastered on 
my face as I entered the building where he worked at. I headed immediately to one of the 
pantries after I sent him a text message giving him a heads up for my visitation. My eyes almost 
popped out from their socket as I stood in the entrance of the pantry witnessing a man and a 
girl kissing. I recognized the man to be the person I was missing and wanting to see and the 
girl…I had never met or seen her before. It seemed that they did not hear my footsteps, 
perhaps, because of the loud volume of the flat screen TV mounted on the wall. I looked 
around, and it was just the two of them in the pantry. I felt my heart skipped a bit and 
depressed pang suddenly hit me hard. Tears began to well from my eyes, but I just swallowed 
them down not wanting other people see me crying as I scurried to the exit of the building. 

The next day, we met in a coffee shop and I asked him about the young girl he was 
with in the pantry yesterday. “Oh, that….she was the one who initiated everything and I just 
went with the flow because I did not want to disappoint her”, he blurted out. I squared my 
shoulders and lifted my chin as I blatantly stared at him. “So, that means you will he just go 
with the flow if another woman goes after you again?!” I sneered. He just smirked and 
shrugged his shoulders off and changed the subject. 

One late afternoon, I decided to go for a drive to clear my mind since I just could not 
force myself to review anymore. Driving on the freeway, I held the steering wheel tightly as I 
depressed the accelerator of my car hard increasing the speed. I was expecting that speeding 
up would divert my focus on the road and erase the guy and the pantry scene from my mind. 
As I continue speeding up, a thought popped up in my mind. ‘I should not be feeling hurt if 
he was with someone because we were not even a couple in the first place! We were just 
acquaintance?! Wait, did he just draw me into him and used me for his own benefit because 
he knew I was already into him?’ I was cut in my own thoughts as soon it registered in my 
mind what was about to happen. I abruptly slammed the brake and swerved into the other 
lane of the road causing my car to nearly tip over. That was close! I was about to rear-end 
another car. 

Fast-forward to the time I was taking my board exam. While I was reading the 
numbered questions, he would just suddenly pop up in my mind causing me to be out of 
focus. Then, I needed to read the questions over and over in order for me to have a better 
grasp. It seemed that he invaded my whole mind, and I just could not think of anything all day 
and night but him. 

Recalling all these things just exacerbated the unbearable amount of pain that was 
piercing my heart already. The next thing I knew, I was in front of my laptop sending an 
immediate resignation letter in my boss’s email then a short text message to all my clients and 
to my manager cancelling my set appointments with them for the following days. After that, 
I shut my phone and laptop down. I did not want to talk to anyone because I was not ready 
to hear any guilt trip or blaming for failing my board exam. 

After a couple of days weeping in my apartment, I dashed my tears away with 
determined swipes of my hand trying not to let another one fall from my eyes. Then, I switched 
on my phone and dialled the number of my friend, who notified me first about the result of 
the board exam the other night. I asked him to go clubbing with me and luckily he agreed. I 
just needed to divert all the mix emotions I was feeling. 
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In the club, I amused myself by watching lots of people dancing together skin to skin 
gliding with different colored laser lights coming from above. I gulped the glass of Jack Daniels 
served on our table and traded my empty glass for another full one. I just wanted to erase 
everything in my mind for that moment and enjoy the night. My friend watched over me as I 
consumed much amount of alcohol. When dawn came, we left the club and headed over a 
restaurant to have breakfast. The effect of alcohol in my system started to wear off as we 
continue eating our food. Just by then my friend locked his eyes on mine with a concern 
expression on his face and told me to talk to a guidance counsellor or to a psychologist. When 
I heard him saying that, I just shrugged my shoulders off. 

When I reached my apartment after a long serious talk with my friend in the restaurant, 
I strode towards the bathroom and turned the handle of the shower faucet setting the 
temperature. I stood under the shower and let myself indulge in the hot pellets beading down 
warming my skin. As I donned my robe after taking a shower, I looked myself at the mirror 
in which I realized I looked pathetically broken from every angle of my face and perhaps my 
heart and whole being too. My tears were not anymore seeing any displeasure in my situation 
but rather just finding their way outside. Realizing I was totally devastated, I decided to set an 
appointment with a psychologist. 

During my first counselling session with the psychologist, I answered her interview 
questions and shared about my recent heart break. After psychoanalyzing me for almost an 
hour, she divulged that I was struggling from a certain type of addiction called 
“codependency”, in other words, I was a love addict. I scoffed and chuckled as I tried to take 
in her proclamation. I never thought that there was such a psychological sickness called “love 
addict”! The psychologist continued explaining that as a codependent or a love addict, I was 
the main source or the supplier of love, care, and attention to people with narcissistic 
personality. I also had a deficit love for myself because I chose to give love and care than to 
receive them. Also, I was easily manipulated because of my fragile emotional boundary, which 
narcissistic people could easily take advantage of. As a codependent, I tend to be attracted to 
narcissists and could put up with their emotional or physical abuse. 

It did not take long before I came to terms with my psychological diagnose and started 
working with my psychologist regarding the treatment plan she designed for me. She required 
me to write my life story starting with my earliest childhood recollection until to my very recent 
adult life. According to her, this was the heart of the treatment process because it would lead 
me to discover the root cause of my codependency and that’s where we would start. 

I honestly did not want to rummage through my past because it would just bring back 
some old wounds. This was the reason why I never talked about it with other people even 
with my closest friends. My resistance lingered for a while before I finally surrendered and 
penned down my life story in my diary. 

When I was doing my life story, tears that were locked away from my eyes for a long 
time just flowed down in stream as some series of flashbacks from my childhood replayed in 
my mind. I could see my mom pressing kisses on my forehead every time I got back home 
from school. Then, I would rush into the dining table gobbling down the pancakes she plated 
for me. 

On the other hand, there was my dad with his usual expression exuding anger and 
animosity towards me because I failed to obey his commands right away. He was threatening 
me that he would lock me outside the house or put me into a sack if I repeated the same 
mistake. My eyes were full of fear and I was cringing as he continuously yelled at me. 
And then there was my little brother who was all ears as I taught him English words of the 
human body parts. He was sometimes my helper when I cooked food for our dinner. So, from 
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time to time the two of us would receive the sass of our dad when he disliked the taste of the 
food we cooked. But being the older sibling, I always took the blame. 

My dad was a bit perfectionist and overprotective. I remember that whenever he saw 
me talking or laughing with my male friends or even with my male cousins, he would furiously 
drag and whip me with a stick broom then ground me for days. On the other hand, he 
encouraged me to join extra-curricular activities in school, and I joined the chess club. This 
was the only game that got my interest. During chess try-outs, my dad would always watch 
and if I lost the game, he would yell and scold me even in front of other people. 

Because of his disciplinarian approach, I became scared of him that whenever he was 
around, I watched my every move because I did not want to upset him. I did try my best to 
have better grades at school, to be a better chess player, a better cook, and I avoided talking 
to any male except my siblings just to please him. On one hand, my mom could not insist what 
she wanted for herself or for us because my dad had the complete authority and control over 
all our family affairs. 

When I was thirteen, my mom had a heart attack and we rushed her to the hospital. 
We stayed there for three days. In the afternoon of her third day in the hospital, dad came to 
her private room right after he talked to her doctor. He handed me some money and ordered 
me to buy some food. I then scurried towards the door and headed over the restaurant nearby. 
When I came back to my mom’s private room just after a few minutes, I saw that her breathing 
machine was no longer over her mouth. My heart started to hammer wildly as I stepped closer 
trying to brush the negative thought that was already forming in my mind. I put down the 
food on the bedside table and leaned down to the clinical bed where she was lying on her back. 

“She is in a better place now….” I heard my dad’s voice which I distanced away from 
me. His words dropped a bomb of anxiety in my heart. I heaved harshly as I mustered myself 
to try and comprehend my surroundings. ‘No! Please no!’ My mind screamed. As soon as I 
understood what just happened, I slumped on the floor and crying rivers flowed out of my 
eyes. My mom is already dead?! How dare that my dad did not prepare me for it! 

‘Please come back to life. I was not able to say goodbye, or hug and kiss you before 
your last breath. Please come back’, I screamed in my mind as I nudged my mom’s lifeless 
hand while tears continued to fall from my eyes. I turned my face soaked with tears to check 
on dad, and I saw him standing beside the foot of the clinical bed skimming some papers. I 
could not see any emotion on his face. I cringed when I heard his voice telling me to wipe my 
tears and brace myself. “We will transfer the corpse of your mom in the car so we could bring 
her home”, he added as he averted my gaze. Series of questions were running in my mind 
which I wanted to ask him, but my fear stopped me. We brought home mom’s corpse and 
after her burial, everything felt different. My dad was tough as usual and I never saw him cry 
even during the burial. As we continue our lives without mom, dad became easily angered 
even with the things I thought were petty. This made me more and more terrified and distant 
to him. 

When I was fourteen, dad got very ill because of type II diabetes. He became thin in 
just a short span of time and his right leg was slowly decaying. As I witnessed his body being 
consumed by his disease, I felt a dagger piercing my heart and it was too painful. One evening 
after I got back from school, I cooked his favourite dishes which were bitter gourd with egg, 
chicken soup and rice then served them into his room. He looked at me with his usual 
emotionless expression then landed his eyes on the plated food I put on the bedside table. I 
pushed the table closer to his bed, so he needed not to stand up. He got up on his back and 
turned on his side to spoon some of the food. The smile on my face abruptly faded away and 
I shrieked a little when I saw my dad flung all the food containers making them fly on the 
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corners of his room. “Get out!” He shouted and I flinched. I held the tears back that were 
about to skim from my eyes. He was pushing me away every time I wanted to get closer to 
him. I knew he was in so much pain, and he was just trying so hard not to break down in front 
of us. He loved us so much that he wanted to remain strong and tough for us. I wanted to tell 
him that I would always be there for him but he was just pushing me away. I cleaned the food 
that was spilled all over the floor as I tried my best not to let the tears that were already formed 
in my eyes skipped. As soon as I was done cleaning, I ran into the bathroom and started crying 
in silent sob. 

One late afternoon after I got back from school, I saw that the house was empty. I 
checked my phone and there was a text message from my elder brother saying they rushed 
dad to the hospital. My heart was pounding hard as I replied to my elder brother’s text message. 
He texted me back that they would be staying in the hospital for a few more days. While I was 
alone in the house, I cleaned the whole house thinking that dad would be pleased once he 
comes back and sees a clean and fresh environment. After two weeks since my elder brother 
rushed dad to the hospital, I received a phone call from him. His voice was quivering on the 
other line as he tried to talk in between sobs. “Dad…Dad just passed away”, he finally heaved. 
“W…ha..t, no..” I faltered as I tried to process in my mind the appalling news I just received. 
After the phone call ended, I put my hands over my mouth and leaned against the wall. I felt 
that my lower lip was wobbling and tears streamed down my face. “My mom just passed away 
a year ago and now my dad?! I am an orphan already?! God what did we do to deserve this?! 
Why are you punishing us like this?!” I yelled like crazy. 

After the burial of dad, I felt crippled. I did not know how to continue my life without 
him directing me. He was like my only cane and my guide in life. As I sat near the window of 
our house contemplating on how to start my life without my both parents, I saw my seven- 
year-old little brother running and playing in the backyard. He looked so innocent and 
confused of what was going on around him, and I did not know how to explain everything to 
him. I wiped my tears away and promised myself to be strong for him. As I and my siblings 
continue our parentless life, I let the mask of toughness my dad and life molded me over the 
years took over. Thankfully, I was able to take good care of my little brother and at the same 
time finished high school and college and got a job. 

Sometime in May of 2013, my little brother, who was already sixteen, asked for my 
permission to go with his friends to Zambales for swimming and I allowed him. A day after 
they left for their trip, I received a phone call from one of his friends telling me that he 
drowned and he was declared dead on arrival when they reached the hospital. “No!” I 
screamed on top of my lungs filling the whole apartment building where I was staying at with 
my scream. My head was spinning wild and my hands were trembling as I tried supporting my 
weight against the cold floor of my apartment. I fisted my hands and punched them into the 
solid wall as I continue screaming, “Why Lord? Why? Why?! Why?!” I wished this was just a 
horrible dream that I could wake up from. I sat with my knees held against my chest and kept 
my head down on my knee caps as tears flowed down from my eyes. My elder brother and 
some of my relatives came to fetch me in my apartment and we drove to Zambales to bring 
home my little brother’s dead body. I looked myself at the rear view mirror, and I saw my eyes 
were bloodshot and my face was gaunt. I wanted to numb myself from all the pains. After the 
burial of my little brother, I buried myself with work. 

Bringing all these past painful experiences into my consciousness helped me connect 
the dots. I was able to understand where my current behaviors were coming from. I 
understood that my dad’s disciplinarian approach developed my codependency, and the 
sudden death of my younger brother exacerbated it. 
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On other hand, reading my life story for a couple of times helped me identify and 
acknowledge the three main unprocessed emotions which I had been denying for a long time 
namely anger, guilt and hurt. As I continue with my healing journey, I was able to gradually 
process them and finally made peace with my past. I also worked hard in building a well- 
fortified emotional boundary which I am continuously safeguarding up to this moment 
because I do not want to undergo any relapse. I might have been programmed to be a 
codependent before, but I believe I can reprogram my mind and mold myself into a better 
person which I understood would entail a lot of hard work. But I am fine with hard work. I 
am used to it anyways! 

By the way, I am thankful that I met the guy whom I became emotionally to. Because 
of him, I was able to uncover my buried wounds that were getting infected already. The heart 
broken I received from him turned out to be a blessing in disguise because it led me into 
healing a deeper wound. I realized that indeed I cannot provide a genuine love and care to 
others if I am still hurting, angry and feeling guilty and if heart is still bleeding. I should attend 
to myself first before others. 
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I Keep Thinking It’s White 

by Ryn Acosta 

 

pain—bury it 

in crescent moons like 
happy smiles 

in pink, 
and white. 
my french manicure 

 

peel me open— 
peel my body open. 
like a frozen carton of ice cream. 
stubborn, but it’ll give 

and expose what’s underneath. 
 

I keep thinking 

it’s white underneath. 
not pink. 
not red. 
just white. 

 

133 pounds of hate 
wrapped in roiling jello. 
white jello, white hate. 

 

press, indent 
happy smiles, into my skin 
dig in further. 

past the pink 
past the red 
with my french manicure. 

 

dig out the white. 

and maybe then, only then— 
 

I’ll be all that’s left. 
whatever’s left. 
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Just Another Woman Writer with PTSD 

by Dray 

 

I have no intention to write a poem today 
I just want to gay up the room 

so I invite ghosts into my closet 

& instruct them: 
#1 be friendly with the walls 
#2 break your habit of scaring me away when we are face-to-face 
fist-to-fist in the mirror 

#3 learn how to forget 

forgetting is the hardest part. 

I still remember my mother's first words 
after father marched out of her door, 
a soldier drafted to a war 
one too many whores openly voted for 

 

‘hijo -- hijo de -- hijo de    
duwag ka! 

huwag na huwag 
ka nang babalik!' 

 

She was right. 
He wasn't brave to come home soon. 

 

I started writing to him when I was eight 
papang, I want a pair of makarina shorts 
like all them girls at school are wearing 
mamang said they're caro, caro d'ya hear? 
we got to save every peso for your future 
papang, I need a pair of running shoes 

our maestra said my feet are anointed by the furies 
said I could go far 
really really far 
kapag galit ako sa mundo 

at nais kumawala sa iyong multo 
papang, I need a pair of scissors 
I want to be need to be 
a piece of paper 
cut me in all places 

after you've written down your answers: 
 

why did you abandon a child you bruised 
in the name of religion? 
true or false 
did you love her truly love her 
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when she couldn't decide what to write 
after her middle name? 
fill in the goddamn blanks, do you remember 
what  you forgot to  on her mouth? 
do you fondle little lost girls 

who wear the same dark dark curls 

you once reminded mamang 
'keep those scissors off your daughter's hair!' 
did you ever plan to let her know 
she's not an accident, you know 
it's not all about the ah ah alcohol, y'know? 
are you flattered when even distant relatives 
you did not want to hear from 
validate your blood connection? 

'She got your looks, your walk 
your mannerisms, zodiac sign & cynicism 
she sings your favorite songs to sing 

plays the instruments she heard you playing 
damn right, she looked up to you 
you & only you were her hero 
when every town-drunk uncle called you 'tarantado' 
but you packed up and walked out just like that 
hell yeah, just like that 

the hand-prints and the shoe-prints and the war-prints 
you left everywhere on mamang's lovely skin 

you treated like hand-me-down oriental rag 
ay ang iyong huling paalam 
adios linda 
hasta la 
hasta la 

 
 

fast forward 
it's 2018 

I'm twenty seven 
missing seventeen 
when laughter was an alternative medicine 
& I didn't mind hugging my knees then 

& the blade still tre-trembled, ex- 
cited when 
making a pass at my wrist 
& self-destruction was sweet 

so sweet we called her Salvacion 
what happened here alma? 
sabi nila ang kalungkutan 

ay gustong-gusto kang kasama 

my soul my soul my soul 
you have become so skinny 
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you could fit my jeans 

I told you to stop craving for love 
'cause junk food won't ever get you full 
o sana o sana 
kasing tigas ng iyong puso 
ang iyong ulo 

your hot hot head 
 

where the moon loves to hang out 
some of the times 

too many voices have already said 
your head is an opium field 

a wasteland 
a jungle 

each thought 
a fallen tree 

a compost pit 
a lousy bud 

 

flowering 

& flowering 
into something 
beautiful 
& pitiful 

your worst critics 
have the nerves to call 
confessional poetry 

 

but we don't really openly confess, do we? 
Our poetic voice is but a camouflage 
you'll barely hear it crack 

 

I am you are we are 
impregnabale 

as long as there are phrases 
we could turn 
against the enemy 
that is me 

& you 
& us. 

 
 

But if you could read me now 
papang, would you plead not guilty? 
You've been silent all these years 

I want to hear you break 

I want to hear you 
I want to hear 
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Heartbreak up close and personal 

by Dray 

 

There are poems 
in goodbyes 
paalam na 
ang tulad mo'y 
di nababagay 
sa mundong ito 

and there are ghosts 
in your eyes 
and dying gardens 
in the battlefield 
of your chest 
and you know 
hope can't stay 
at home 

in the womb 
of your heart 
can't have offspring 
'cause the darkness 
is far 
too self-absorbed 
to carry, 
carry the weight 
of your name, 
Fernandez! 
Oh girl, 

you don't drink 
enough water 
that's the problem 
didn't dr. de Leon 
say you drown that 
black, black dog 
with water fucking 
therapy 
and Xanax a night 
keeps the trauma away 
and google lied 
3 goddamn 
bananas a day 
will hold that mood 
from swing swing 
swinging 
Quit 
fuck you 
quit 
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the voices 

in your lovely head 
don't understand 
chemistry 
they're only friends 
with poetry 

so you think 
you're friends 
with them 
Why are you 
so lonely? 
there are boys 
knock knock 
knocking 
at your door 
some of them 
are pretty 
and more interesting 
than your family's 
medical history 
why are you drawn 
to men 

who serenade you 
with metal songs 
Die, die, die my darling 
Don't utter a single word 
Die, die, die my darling 
You don't deserve 
you 
hating on 

you 
but if you love you 
and you love you back 
will you ever get 
to know heartbreak 
up close and personal 
and find out 
she's a scribe 
the closest 
you'll ever get 
to Sylvia Plath 
No, yes 
you deserve 
nothing 
everything 
of this shit 

'cause you feed on hate 
you feed on love 
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until you're too fed up 
to tell the difference 
between leavened 
and unleavened bread 
Dray, the priest is asking 
what perversions 

have you been up to lately? 
Father, I didn't suck 
anyone's cock 
today 

and the other day 
and the other day 
Father, I didn't envy 
the next door 
hooker's ability 
to swallow pride Father, 
I believe my body 
is a church 

and hallelujah, 
blacks 
tans 
and whites 
are all welcome 
to come inside Father, 

I believe my lungs 
are ashtrays 
baptize them 
Sodom and Gomorrah 
and ask your god 
to burn them down 
soon, I beg you 
soon 
and if I ever find out 
one day 

that I am 
terminally 
terminally ill 
make sure 

it has reached 
stage 4 
'cause god, 
I'm sick 
and tired 
of dying 
ever 
so 

slowly 
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Friday nobody's drinking; Saturday my eyes issue an orange warning 

by Dray 

 

Rainfall advisory & a friendly reminder that tropical "depression" is not our choice: it's 
raining cats and Burroughs; all hair standing up and crackling blue sparks, eyes blazing and sputtering. 
I'm 2 hours away from state of calamity. Send help by the barrel. On a stormy day, you can't 
appreciate poetry sober. My humor is as wet as poster ink but not at par with the grit of 
southwest monsoon. 

 
 

i. 

 

Friday aftermoon 
I am moaning 
the lack of empathy 

from my mother's kitchen — 
it keeps no tainted whiskey 
no lemongrass tea 
no honey 

just a thermos of water 
the temperature 
of my muse 
neither biting cold 
nor burning hot; 

sachets of powdered milk 
showcasing a woman 
whose pose seems to mock 
other women's bones; 
home-made rice coffee 
ala grandma 
except it's NFA 

the symbol of our poverty 
whose cry for help 
every harvest 
is the closest color to sunburn 

the government finds very Filipino 
as if suffering is our natural skin 
and social justice only comes second. 

 

Tsk tsk 
My disappointment 

is a scene from an indie film 
nobody cares to watch 
because people are not ready 
for real talk 
for example: earlier today 
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I almost jumped off 
a speeding mini-bus 
my thoughts, 
typhoons 
that don't ever issue a yellow 
warning, unfastened 

their seatbelt & sports-danced 
throughout the 30-minute trip 
going home from the water district 
made me wonder if a straitjacket 
can help anyone get a grip 
how does a leash feel around the neck 
of a dog suddenly going rabid? 

 
 

ii. 
 

I camp at the living room 
good for two cats 
and one human about 5'6" tall 
and no more than 50 kilograms 
of poet meat a pinch of feminism 

to compensate for the shortage of salt 
and bad fashion sense. 

No one else sleeps on the floor 
and writes poetry without crawling 
out of the thin sheets 
that are warm only 
because they hug my body 

and probably some parts of my soul 
that are lesser than god 
because they violently fall 
out of love 
with themselves. 

 
 

iii. 
 

On stormy days, 

I am my own fire place 
 

the cats are famished 
but quietly elegant 
so is my heart 

 

we don't go anywhere wet 
keep off the wounds 
as much as possible 
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thus I keep to myself 

and my notebooks 
cigarettes & noodles I hoarded 
conversations that run in my head 
(pretty banged-up weather system) 
over instant coffee 
dry but very lonely. 

 
 

iv. 
 

It's Friday going Saturday and Sunday 
it's still raining cats and dogs 

 
Wish I were a raincoat 
or a waiting shed 

a walking distance from liquor stores 
but I am a canned good 
best before 07/20/18 
a fish out of water 

 

a typewriter poet 
without a plan 
to self-publish 
a chapbook 

yelling for another bucket 
of ice, peace on earth 
more sunshine 
and lemon drops 

 

I can't drink away 
a bad case of flu 

god no, I can't drink away 

crippling anxiety 
can't drink away 
depression 
& the poems she carries 

everywhere with her 
in bar stools, church pews 
park benches, bus seats 
rooftops, carpets 
mother's kitchen chairs 
anywhere I sit 
to contemplate 

what makes a tropical storm 
so utterly severe 
her name 
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will be embedded on the inner flesh 
of our history. 
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thought you ought to know 

by anonymous 

 

someone in the french textbook 
has the same name as you. 
it took me three tries to recite 

a simple answer to a simple question: 
who did it? 
your name tastes like sand in my mouth 
months after. 

i remind myself this is someone else, 
make this textbook man 
more of a person, 
but you are a person too. 

i split your name up so it doesn't sting, 
wine-hundred, 
flowers, 
i turn you into pictures instead 

of the feature film i see every time 
i enter a bathroom, 
or take my jeans off. 

the last time i wore that shirt again, 
a construction worker catcalled me. 
i flipped him off. 
but i haven't had anyone else 
take my clothes off since 

the way you called me a slut 
made my voices think it was true. 
i try to disassociate what i wore 
with what you did. 
this culture makes it so hard. 

i've been diagnosed with schizophrenia. 
this is not your fault, 
but you have not made it any easier. 

i have not told an adult. 
i never want to. 
i hope you tell an adult. 

heaven wants me to forgive you 

but i can't; 
my heart chokes at the thought. 
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The Colors Aren’t Beautiful 

for a Victim of Rape 

 

Performance art by Paolo 

Dumlao. Photography by 

Nico Pascual.
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“This is a very personal piece 

that represents my closure, 

my wanting to move 

forward.” – Paolo Dumlao
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Insecurities 

Megel Ramiterre. Illustration. 
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Shattered 

Megel Ramiterre. Illustration. 
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Soxiety 

Megel Ramiterre. Illustration. 
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You’re Okay 

Bea So. Digital Art. 
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Slow Burn 

Bea So. Mixed media collage. 
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